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Abstract: Forest landscape models (FLMs) are an important tool for assessing the long-term cumulative effects of harvest over large spatial extents. However, they have not been commonly used to guide forest management planning and on-the-ground operations. This is largely because FLMs track relatively simplistic vegetation information such as age cohort presence/absence, forest type, and biomass that are incompatible with tree density and size on which most harvest prescriptions are based. We describe and demonstrate the newly developed harvest module of the LANDIS PRO FLM, which tracks density, size, basal area, and stocking by species age cohorts for each site (cell). With this quantitative information, the module can simulate basal area controlled harvest, stocking-level controlled harvest, and group selection harvest. Through user-specified harvest year (frequency), stand ranking, and species and age preference, the new module can simulate a wide variety of harvest prescriptions such as thinning from above and below, shelterwood, clear-cutting, and group selection. We applied the LANDIS PRO harvest module to a large (17,000 km²) central hardwood forest landscape in Missouri. The simulated harvest prescriptions produced realistic stand-scale results when plotted on Gingrich stocking charts. The harvest module improves on previous versions by allowing partial treatment of individual age-classes within a cell and reporting results in metrics commonly used in stand-scale silviculture. It provides a closer link between landscape-scale simulation methods and stand-scale management.

Introduction

Harvest influences forest composition and structure from fine to broad spatial scales (Papaik et al. 2010). Forest landscape models (FLMs) are an important tool for understanding the cumulative effects of harvest, since field experiments at broad scales are rarely possible (He et al. 2008). There has been remarkable progress over the past two decades in the development of FLMs to simulate forest harvesting and its effects on landscape pattern (Gustafson et al. 2000), forest composition and structure (Johnson et al. 2007), and wildlife habitats (Shifley et al. 2006). Despite the success, however, FLMs have contributed relatively little to guide forest management planning and on-the-ground operations (Shifley et al. 2009). This is largely because FLMs have relied on relatively simplistic representations of site-level processes, leading to a gap between simulated and actual harvest prescriptions (He et al. 2011).

Site-level processes in FLMs contain two distinct hierarchical processes: species level and stand level. Species-level processes simulate tree species birth (germination and establishment), vegetative reproduction, growth, and mortality. Stand-level processes simulate competition among trees for resources (such as light and nutrients) and regulate species-level processes, such as mortality caused by self-thinning (Deutschman et al. 1999). Because of computation limitations, most FLMs use either rules defined through species vital attributes (e.g., species with higher shade tolerance will replace those with lower shade tolerance) or predefined successional pathways (e.g., late-successional forest types replace early successional types within a defined timeframe) to simplify the species- and stand-level processes. Such approaches sacrifice population information (e.g., density, tree number, basal area, and stocking) with models recording primarily qualitative information such as species absence/presence in LANDIS (Mladenoff et al. 1996) or...
forest community types in LANDSUM (Keane et al. 2004) and SIMPPLLE (Chew et al. 2004). This qualitative information is largely incompatible with tree density and size upon which most harvest prescriptions are based.

The LANDIS family of models is designed to simulate long-term (>100 years) harvest, among other disturbances, and site-level succession over large landscapes (>10^5 ha) at variable time-step iterations (1–10 years). It has been successfully applied in over 40 countries and regions (Mladenoff 2004). In previous versions of LANDIS, each species was represented in a site (or cell) as the presence or absence of age-classes in multiples of 1–10 years. The relatively coarse data structure is difficult to link with actual silvicultural harvest prescriptions that typically specify a target residual basal area or stocking percentage, sometimes with additional constraints by species group and tree size class (Shepperd 2005).

We recently developed the LANDIS PRO FLM based on over a decade of development and testing of the original LANDIS model (Mladenoff and He 1999; Wang et al. 2013). We improved the data structure in LANDIS PRO to track the number of trees by species and age-class on each site. It is possible to estimate the corresponding basal area and stocking percentage per hectare by using a tree age to tree diameter conversion. This data structure also allows the simulated succession and disturbance processes to operate on individual trees rather than entire age cohorts.

The development of LANDIS PRO enabled the design of a new harvest module with algorithms that have the capacity to select harvest sites based on quantitative stand criteria such as stocking percentage or basal area, and to apply harvest prescriptions that may remove all or part of individual species and age cohorts. Thus, our objectives in this paper is to (1) present the design of the new harvest module, (2) apply a variety of silvicultural harvest prescriptions to a large multiownership central hardwood forest landscape in Missouri, (3) evaluate the realism of harvest simulation results at the stand scale using a standard Gingrich stand density diagram to track simulated harvest dynamics in a format that is readily understood by practicing field foresters.

Harvest module design

Overview

LANDIS PRO (version 7.0) is a new model based on previous versions (2.0–6.0). It preserves and expands the functionalities of prior LANDIS versions and introduces a more detailed data structure in the succession and harvest modules. The new data structure tracks quantitative attributes including tree age, density, size, basal area, stocking, and importance value (relative tree density plus relative basal area) by species (Wang et al. 2013). These attributes can be used to rank stands and trees for harvesting or retention based on specified basal area or stocking percentage. The quantitative attributes projected for the future can also be summarized to examine projected changes in forest structure and composition in formats that are compatible with estimates from USDA Forest Service Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) and other forest inventories (Dijak 2013; Wang et al. 2013). Thus, simulation results can be vetted against observed changes from repeated measurements of large-scale forest inventories and against established theories of forest stand dynamics.

The harvest module requires two maps in addition to the forest composition map and land-type (ecoregion) map required to operate the core LANDIS succession module: a management area map and a forest stand map. The management area map delineates area units within which certain specified types of harvest events are implemented. They are analogous to management areas identified in the US National Forest planning process and similar to management compartments often designated on large private forest ownerships to help schedule harvesting and other silvicultural activities. The forest stand map delineates stand boundaries. Stands identified within a management area are smaller continuous units (e.g., 2–20 ha in extent) that are relatively homogeneous with respect to species composition, size structure (the distribution of diameters for each species’ age cohort), site quality, and physiography. Stands are the smallest identified treatment unit to which harvest operations are applied.

Each unique harvest treatment parameterized by the user is considered a harvest event. Users define the management area to treat, the stand ranking method, the target proportion of the management area to treat, the type of harvest, removal amount, species to harvest, and number of individuals of each species to plant. Multiple harvest events can be set to occur within a management area in one model time step. Harvest events can be set to occur during any time step, and recurring harvest events can be designed to repeat at specified intervals. Harvest events can also be set to treat selected stands in a specified initial year and then revisit the same stands and apply a subsequent specified treatment in a later year. An example is a shelterwood harvest where the overstory trees in the stand are thinned during the first step to encourage forest regeneration and then, 10–20 years later, the stand is revisited to remove the residual overstory trees.

Ranking procedures to select stands for treatment

When a harvest event is triggered within a management area, individual stands are selected for treatment based on a user-defined ranking algorithm and then the harvest treatment is applied to all forested cells in the stand, one stand at a time, until the harvest amount set by the user is satisfied (Fig. 1).

Eligibility for harvest of a given stand within a given management area is typically determined by a combination of preferences and/or limitations based on stand age, stand basal area, stand stocking percent, tree size, or tree species. Currently, the harvest module has three ranking algorithms to determine the priority of stands for harvest. The first is a random function where eligible stands are drawn at random and treated until the desired proportional area of the management area has been treated or some other constraint terminates the process (e.g., no more stands meet minimum basal area).

The second is a basal area ranking algorithm where eligible stands are harvested in descending order starting with the stand that has the greatest stand basal area as calculated in the following equation:

\[
BA_i = \frac{\sum BA_c}{(N \times C_i)}
\]

where \(BA_i\) is stand basal area in square metres per hectare, \(BA_c\) is the basal area in square metres of each cell within a stand, \(N\) is the number of cells within a stand, and \(C_i\) is the cell size in metres.

The third algorithm ranks stands by calculating the Gingrich stand-stocking percentage, which is a measure of the growing space occupied by trees within a stand relative to the maximum limit and is calculated using the following formula (Gingrich 1967):

\[
S = C_1N_i + C_2D + C_3D^2
\]

where \(S\) is the stand-stocking percentage; \(C_1\), \(C_2\), and \(C_3\) are the regression coefficients for a model estimating individual tree area given a specific tree density and size distribution in various forest types; \(N_i\) is the number of trees per hectare for the stand; \(D\) is the individual tree diameter (cm/ha), and \(D^2\) is the squared individual tree diameter (cm²/ha). For this study area we used the values -0.00507, 0.01698, and 0.00317 for the coefficients \(C_1\), \(C_2\), and \(C_3\), respectively, which is consistent with published research pertaining to upland oak and hickory forests in the region (Gingrich...
Fig. 1. Flow-chart of the LANDIS PRO 7.0 harvest module process for each management area.
ing order starting with the highest stand stocking percentage. Simultaneously examining the change in BA, the number of trees, and the stocking percentage allows the program to take the difference between the current BAs and the planted BAs to calculate the amount of basal area to be removed for that stand.

At the cell level, the program tracks the number of individual trees in each age-class. Using either a default curve or user-defined values, the age of each species is converted to a diameter (Loewenstein et al. 2000). This diameter is used to calculate a BA for each age-class for each species. To decrease processing time, the program then divides the total set of age-classes for each species into four equally sized groups. Since species longevities vary, the group sizes will vary between species. The BA per age-class group is calculated and the groups are harvested for each species until the BA in the age group would exceed the remaining target harvest amount. This triggers an iterative process whereby the program will then enter each age group and harvest individual trees until the remaining harvest target is met.

When combined with species-specific harvest constraints, this harvest method can simulate a range of commonly used forest harvest practices including clear-cut, shelterwood, and selection harvests as well as various thinning methods.

### Stocking level controlled harvest

The second type of harvest event is controlled by stand-stocking levels. The user can define a minimum stocking level that stands must exceed to be eligible for harvest. This method operates similarly to the BA-controlled harvest, but uses the previously described Gingrich (1967) stand density stocking percentage rather than BA to control harvest amounts.

### Group selection harvest

The third type of harvest event is group selection. It is designed to harvest small groups of trees to create canopy openings within a stand. Canopy openings can vary in size depending on the silvicultural objectives; 0.1–1.0 ha is typical. Starting with the user-specified year, the program uses the specified ranking algorithm to select specific stands within a management area for treatment. Within a stand, group opening harvests are clusters of cells where all tree species that are otherwise eligible for harvest are removed. The size of each group opening is drawn from a normal probability distribution for which the user specifies the mean number of cells and standard deviation. The minimum group opening size is one cell, therefore, the spatial resolution of the cells used to represent the landscape must be considered when parameterizing the model for harvest.

Simulated harvest openings are placed within a stand until the cumulative area of harvest openings in the stand reaches the proportion of the total stand area specified by the user for treatment. The placement of openings is controlled by an algorithm that will attempt to distribute them throughout the stand with no opening adjacent to another, even in neighboring stands, although an opening may be placed adjacent to another if it is necessary to meet the target stand treatment proportion. The harvest algorithm will then move on to the next stand determined by the priority ranking algorithm and continue until the cumulative area of treated stands reaches the user-specified proportion of the management area to be treated. When a stand is treated with group selection harvest, the entire area of the stand is used to calculate the proportion of the management area that has been treated, not just the cells where the group harvests occur.

### Case study

**Study area**

To demonstrate the effects of the harvest module, we selected a large forest landscape in southern Missouri. The study area is comprised of 17 600 km² of forested area in the Ozark Highlands ecological section in Missouri. Common tree species in this area include white oak (*Quercus alba* L.), post oak (*Quercus stellata* Wangenh.), black oak (*Quercus velutina* Lam.), hickory (*Carya* spp.), sugar maple (*Acer saccharum* Marsh.), and shortleaf pine (*Pinus echinata* Mill.). Based on FIA reports of tree density and biomass amounts, we chose to simulate seven species: a white oak group, a black oak group, a hickory group, eastern redcedar (*Juniperus virginiana* L.), shortleaf pine, sugar maple, and an elm group (*Ulmus* spp.).

**Model simulations**

The initial landscape and species age–diameter relationships were parameterized using FIA inventory data with the methodology described in Wang et al. (2013) and the simulation was run for 150 years at a 5 year time step. The harvest module was parameterized to apply five common management practices: clear-cutting, thinning from above, thinning from below, shelterwood harvest, and group selection harvest (Table 1) to over 65 500 stands across the landscape. The conditions simulated for the youngest age cohort often included large numbers of small diameter trees and vegetative sprouts, and those conditions usually changed rapidly within the next simulated time step. In common inventory practices, these small trees are usually excluded when estimating stocking percentage and BA, therefore, the youngest age cohort (1–5 years) for each species was left out when calculating these metrics (Kabrick et al. 2002).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harvest type</th>
<th>Removal order</th>
<th>Target basal area (m²/ha)</th>
<th>Percentage of target stocking (%)</th>
<th>Mean group size (cells)</th>
<th>Group size SD (cells)</th>
<th>Percentage of stand area treated (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clear-cut</td>
<td>Largest first</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinning from above</td>
<td>Largest first</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thinning from below</td>
<td>Smallest first</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelterwood</td>
<td>Smallest first</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1. Harvest module parameters for simulating common forest management prescriptions.*
Fig. 2. Gingrich stocking chart showing the change in stand density, basal area, quadratic mean diameter, and stocking percentage before and after harvest for 45 randomly selected stands with nine treated under each of five different harvest scenarios: clearcut (a), thinning from above (b), thinning from below (c), shelterwood (d), and group selection (e). The plots displayed in (f) are pre- and post-harvest stocking levels from two published studies conducted within the area simulated in this paper. Line A shows stocking before and after a clear-cut and line B shows the results of an intermediate thinning (Kabrick et al. 2002). Line C shows the effects of a thinning that was conducted to leave vigorous individuals in the overstory (McMurry et al. 2007).
Evaluation of model predictions

We selected nine stands at random from the landscape for each of the simulated management practices to examine the effects at the stand scale. We used a Gingrich stocking diagram to illustrate harvest effects on BA, number of trees, quadratic mean diameter, and stocking percentage for each stand.

To build the Gingrich stocking diagrams showing harvest effects of individual stands, we created a GIS mask layer with stand boundaries. We examined the stands by running a zonal statistics function in ArcGIS on the BA and tree number maps output by the model to extract the total BA and number of trees present in each diameter class in the stands before and after the harvest event. These results followed a Gingrich stocking chart template (Larsen 2012). To assess the realism of the stand-level effects that each simulated prescription had, we plotted the pre- and post-harvest average stocking levels from three different published harvest studies conducted within the boundaries of our study area for comparison. The first was a clearcut and the second was an intermediate release thinning. Both were performed as part of the Missouri Ozark Forest Ecosystem Project (MOFEP) (Kabrick et al. 2002).

The third was a fuel reduction thinning that favored vigorous individuals in the overstory (McMurry et al. 2007).

Results and discussions

The nine stands examined under the clear-cut simulation went from an 80%-95% stocking to a level just above zero following harvest (Fig. 2a). When compared against observed stocking levels of stands harvested under a clear-cut prescription (Fig. 2f, line A), the simulated stands followed a similar trend (Kabrick et al. 2002). In the thinning-from-above scenario, each of the nine stands dropped approximately 30% in stocking and the quadratic mean diameter decreased after harvest (Fig. 2b). This was in agreement with observed stocking levels from an intermediate release thinning (Fig. 2f, line B) (Kabrick et al. 2002). In the thinning-from-below scenario, each stand decreased 30%-50% in stocking, the quadratic mean diameter increased, and the trees per acre decreased sharply after harvest (Fig. 2c). The same behavior was observed in a fuel-reduction thinning that targeted smaller individuals in the stand (Fig. 2f, line C) (McMurry et al. 2007). The shelterwood harvest simulation shows that the trees per acre decreased in each stand and the stocking levels declined to about 40%, with a residual BA of approximately 14 m²/ha (Fig. 2d). Publications state that light to moderate shelterwood treatments have residual BAs ranging from 7.3 to 17.7 m²/ha after thinning from below (Dey and Parker 1996) or 40% to 50% residual stocking percentage (Schlesinger 1993). In the group selection scenario, stocking dropped 20%, and the quadratic mean diameter remained the same in most stands after harvest (Fig. 2e).

The new LANDIS PRO harvest module takes advantage of a more detailed quantitative data structure representing the forest stand age structure, size structure, and species composition. Relative to earlier LANDIS versions, it allows users to more precisely model harvest prescriptions at the stand scale by specifying residual BA, residual stocking percentage, group opening sizes, and constraints on species to be included or excluded. We used these quantitative tree- and stand-scale data in the new harvest module to prioritize stands for harvest and implement a wide range of harvest prescriptions. The previous version of the LANDIS harvest module (Gustafson et al. 2000) could output maps showing the type of harvest performed as well as the time of the last harvest event for each cell. This version carries over those capabilities and, in addition, outputs maps that report the amount of BA harvested for each species in each cell.

Examination of the harvest scenarios at the stand scale revealed realistic changes in forest BA, number of trees, and quadratic mean diameter for several harvest treatments. This was an important step in model verification. The clear-cut method reduced the stands to the specified BA amount. Since the removal began with the largest trees, the quadratic mean diameter of the stands decreased. The comparison between the thinning from below versus the thinning from above produced expected results. Both prescriptions had the same target BA value, but one started removal with the smallest trees and the other with the largest trees. Where the removal was from above the number of trees in the stand did not decrease as much as with removal from below, since fewer trees needed to be cut to reach the target BA. The quadratic mean diameter of the stands decreased when thinned from above and increased when thinned from below. The shelterwood method performed in a similar manner to thinning from below, but the amount of BA removed was greater. The group selection method had little effect on the quadratic mean diameters of the stands and had varying amounts of removal, since the cells within each stand were chosen at random. The results from the clearcut, thinning from above, and thinning from below produced results in agreement with published pre- and post-harvest stocking levels using similar harvest prescriptions.

The new harvest module in LANDIS PRO can benefit forest management research and planning by providing a tool that is able to simulate forest harvest treatments based on parameters that are commonly used in forest management plans (Johnson et al. 2002). This design improves on previous versions by allowing partial treatment of individual age-classes within a cell and reporting results in metrics commonly used in stand-scale silviculture (Johnson et al. 2002). It provides a closer link between landscape-scale simulation methods and stand-scale management. Furthermore, because LANDIS PRO can be applied at large spatial extents (10⁶ ha) it provides a tool to examine effects of harvest, disturbance, and succession at scales relevant to contemporary forest management issues addressing sustainability, bio diversity, and climate change.
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